Abstract-Software testing is a critical part of software development. As new test cases are generated over time due to software modifications, test suite sizes may grow significantly. Because of time and resource constraints for testing, test suite minimization techniques are needed to remove those test cases from a suite that, due to code modifications over time, have become redundant with respect to the coverage of testing requirements for which they were generated. Prior work has shown that test suite minimization with respect to a given testing criterion can significantly diminish the fault detection effectiveness (FDE) of suites. We present a new approach for test suite reduction that attempts to use additional coverage information of test cases to selectively keep some additional test cases in the reduced suites that are redundant with respect to the testing criteria used for suite minimization, with the goal of improving the FDE retention of the reduced suites. We implemented our approach by modifying an existing heuristic for test suite minimization. Our experiments show that our approach can significantly improve the FDE of reduced test suites without severely affecting the extent of suite size reduction.
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INTRODUCTION
S OFTWARE testing and retesting occurs continuously during the software development lifecycle. As software grows and evolves, new test cases are generated and added to a test suite to exercise the latest modifications to the software. Over several versions of the development of the software, some test cases in the test suite may become redundant with respect to the testing requirements for which they were generated since these requirements are now also satisfied by other test cases in the suite that were added to cover modifications in the later versions of software. Due to time and resource constraints for retesting the software every time it is modified, it is important to develop techniques that keep test suite sizes manageable by periodically removing redundant test cases. This process is called test suite minimization. The test suite minimization problem [11] can be formally stated as follows:
Given. A test suite T of test cases ft 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 ; . . . ; t m g, a set of testing requirements fr 1 ; r 2 ; Á Á Á ; r n g that must be satisfied to provide the desired test coverage of the program, and subsets fT 1 ; T 2 ; Á Á Á ; T n g of T , one associated with each of the r i s such that any one of the tests t j belonging to T i satisfies r i .
Problem. Find a minimal cardinality subset of T that exercises all r i s exercised by the unminimized test suite T .
In general, the problem of selecting a minimal cardinality subset of T that satisfies all the requirements covered by T is NP-complete since the minimum set-cover problem [8] can be reduced to the test suite minimization problem in polynomial time. Therefore, heuristics for solving this problem become important.
A classical greedy heuristic [6] , [7] for the minimum setcover problem is as follows: Pick the test case that covers the most requirements, remove all the requirements covered by the selected test case, and repeat the process until all the requirements are covered. The ties are broken arbitrarily. Another heuristic to minimize test suites, developed by Harrold et al. in [11] , greedily selects the next test case exercising the most additional requirements that are satisfied by the fewest number of tests.
The purpose of testing criteria (such as branch coverage or all-uses coverage) is to assess the adequacy of test suites and to provide a check on suite quality. Given a testing criterion C that is satisfied by a test suite T , a test case t in T is redundant with respect to C if the smaller suite T À ftg also satisfies C. Thus, the process of removing test cases from a test suite that are redundant with respect to certain testing criteria preserves the adequacy of the suite with respect to those criteria. Some prior empirical studies [22] , [23] , [31] have used the code coverage criteria for minimizing the test suites. In experiments by Wong et al. [31] , minimized test suites achieved 9 percent to 68 percent size reduction while only experiencing 0.19 percent to 6.55 percent fault detection loss. On the other hand, in the empirical study conducted by Rothermel et al. [22] , the minimized suites achieved about 80 percent suite size reduction on average while losing about 48 percent fault detection effectiveness (FDE) on average. These results are encouraging as much higher percentage suite size reduction was achieved as compared to the percentage loss in FDE of suites.
There are a variety of testing criteria that have been discussed in literature, and some are finer (stronger) than others [9] . We observed that different testing criteria are useful for identifying test cases that exercise different structural and functional elements in a program, and we therefore believe the use of multiple testing criteria can be effective at identifying test cases that are likely to expose different faults in software. In this paper, we present a new approach for test suite reduction that makes use of multiple testing criteria (corresponding to multiple types of testing requirements). The key step of our approach is that when a test case t is selected into a reduced suite because it satisfies an additional requirement with respect to some testing criterion C, we then check the following: Among those other test cases R that become redundant with respect to C as a result of the selection of t, we select those test cases from R into the reduced suite that satisfy additional requirements with respect to some other testing criterion. Thus, our approach selectively retains those test cases that are redundant with respect to some testing criterion, if those test cases are not redundant according to some other testing criterion. We call our approach "Reduction with Selective Redundancy (RSR)." We implemented our approach and conducted experiments with several programs to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of our approach with prior experimental studies [22] , [23] on test suite minimization. Our experimental results show that our approach can significantly improve the FDE retention of reduced suites over minimized suites at the cost of only a relatively small increase in the sizes of the reduced suites.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) A novel yet simple approach to test suite reduction that focuses on retaining test cases that may expose different faults in software. 2) Our experimental results clearly show the potential of our new reduction approach, as compared to a minimization approach, in terms of retaining significantly more FDE in reduced suites while still allowing for significant suite size reduction.
The remaining paper is organized as follows: Section 2 motivates our approach with an example. Section 3 contains the outline of our approach, and Section 4 discusses a specific implementation of our approach. Section 5 presents an experimental study that compares the results of our approach with the results obtained when using a minimization approach. Section 6 discusses related work. Finally, the conclusions are mentioned in Section 7.
MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLE
We now present a simple example program shown in Fig. 1 to motivate our approach. A branch coverage adequate test suite T for the program is also shown. The branches covered by each test case are marked with an X in the respective columns in the table in Fig. 1 .
We first show the result of minimizing the test suite in Fig. 1 using the minimization algorithm developed by Harrold et al. [11] (henceforth called the "HGS algorithm"). Given a test suite T and a set of testing requirements r 1 ; r 2 ; Á Á Á ; r n that must be exercised to provide the desired testing coverage of the program, the HGS algorithm considers the subsets T 1 ; T 2 ; Á Á Á ; T n of T such that any one of the test cases t j belonging to T i can be used to test r i . First, all the test cases that occur in T i s of cardinality one are selected in the representative set and the corresponding T i s are marked. Then, T i s of cardinality two are considered. Repeatedly, the test case that occurs in the maximum number of T i s of cardinality two is chosen and added to the representative set. All unmarked T i s containing these test cases are marked. This process is repeated for T i s of cardinality 3; 4; Á Á Á ; max, where max is the maximum cardinality of the T i s. In case there is a tie among the test cases while considering T i s of cardinality m, the test case that occurs in the maximum number of unmarked T i s of cardinality m þ 1 is chosen. If a decision cannot be made, the T i s with greater cardinality are examined and finally a random choice is made. Consider applying the HGS algorithm to generate a minimized test suite for the example program in Fig. 1 . Initially, since branches B T 1 and B F 4 are satisfied only by test cases t 1 and t 2 , respectively, both of the tests t 1 and t 2 are selected into the minimized suite. Next, all of the branches satisfied by t 1 and t 2 are marked covered. As a result, test case t 3 becomes redundant with respect to branch coverage since all of its branches are already marked as covered. Now, either t 4 or t 5 can be selected to cover the remaining branch B T 4 . Let t 4 be selected into the minimized suite. Branch B T 4 is then marked covered (which causes test t 5 to become redundant according to branch coverage), and the algorithm terminates since all testing requirements are now covered by the test cases in the minimized suite ft 1 ; t 2 ; t 4 g. Note that the test case t 3 that exposes a divide-by-zero error at line 13 is not selected into the minimized suite. Thus, the fault detection effectiveness of the suite has been reduced due to test suite minimization.
We next use the above example to illustrate our approach that attempts to retain some of the test cases that become redundant according to branch coverage. The definition-use pair coverage 1 information for all the test cases in test suite T for the example program is shown in Table 1 . We modify the HGS algorithm by inserting the following check after each test case t i is selected: If any test case t j becomes redundant according to branch coverage due to the selection of t i , we also select t j into the reduced suite only if t j is not redundant according to definition-use pair coverage.
In our example, after t 1 and t 2 are selected into the reduced suite by the HGS algorithm, t 3 is identified as redundant with respect to branch coverage. However, t 3 covers the definition-use pair xð4; 6Þ that is satisfied by neither t 1 nor t 2 . Therefore, t 3 is selected. Next, either one of t 4 or t 5 can be selected by the HGS algorithm to cover branch B T 4 . Let t 4 be selected. At this point, test case t 5 becomes redundant with respect to branch coverage as well as definition-use pair coverage, so it is not selected, and the algorithm terminates since all branches (and all definitionuse pairs) are marked as covered at this point. The computed reduced suite is ft 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 ; t 4 g, which exposes the divide-by-zero error at line 13.
If we applied the original HGS algorithm to Table 1 to compute a minimized suite with respect to only definitionuse pair coverage, the algorithm would compute the minimized test suite ft 1 ; t 4 g. Note that this suite is not branch coverage adequate since it does not cover branches B F 2 or B F 4 , nor does it expose the divide-by-zero error at line 13. Further, if we took the union of the set of branches and the set of definition-use pairs and applied the original HGS algorithm with respect to this single set of (combined) testing requirements, then the minimized suite ft 1 ; t 2 ; t 4 g would be computed, which again would not expose the divide-by-zero error at line 13.
Note that the above definition-use pair coverage criterion differs from Rapps and Weyuker's [21] all-uses 2 criterion in how all-p-uses are defined. In the all-p-uses coverage criterion, a predicate use is associated with an outcome of the predicate. The c-uses are defined in the same way as in the above definition-use pair criterion. The all-uses exercised by each test case for the example program are shown in Table 2 . Note that each predicate use in the table now corresponds to two testing requirements: one each for the true and false branch outcomes. For our example, the HGS algorithm computes the minimized suite ft 1 ; t 2 ; t 4 g when minimizing T with respect to the all-uses requirements in Table 2 .
Overall, our example suggests that our approach to test suite reduction with retaining selective redundancy while minimizing suites may be preferable to the approaches that minimize a suite with respect to a testing criterion. In all of the above examples of minimization using the HGS algorithm, t 3 becomes redundant and is therefore never selected, due to the other test cases that are selected into the minimized suite early on. However, our approach allows t 3 to be selected into the reduced suite and expose a fault not exposed by other test cases since it executes a different combination of branch outcomes and definition-use pairs than other test cases, while at the same time allowing some degree of suite size reduction to occur.
REDUCTION WITH SELECTIVE REDUNDANCY
The key idea of our approach is that after each test case is selected into the reduced suite according to some testing 1 . We define a definition-use pair to be the triple "var(def,use)," where "var" is the variable name, "def" is the line number of the variable's definition, and "use" is the line number of the variable's use of the associated defined value. Note that this definition-use pair coverage criterion does not subsume the branch coverage criterion, since there may exist branches that do not define or use any variables, such as an "if" statement that does not contain an "else." criterion C, we use other testing criteria to select additional test cases that are redundant with respect to C but that are not redundant with respect to the other criteria. The main steps of our approach are shown in Fig. 2 . The input is a set T of test cases along with the set of testing requirements satisfied by each test case for at least two different testing criteria. The output is a reduced test suite RS that satisfies all testing requirements satisfied by the original suite. Initially, the set RS is empty, and every testing requirement for each criterion being considered is labeled as unmarked.
Step 1. In this step, the next test case is selected into the reduced suite according to the testing criterion C 1 . The implementation of this step will vary depending upon the suite minimization algorithm used to implement our approach. The testing requirements satisfied by the selected test case are marked and the set of other test cases that become redundant with respect to the first criterion as a result of selecting the above test case are recorded.
Step 2. In this step, the SelectRedundantTests function is used to select test cases from those that become redundant with respect to criterion C iÀ1 , i ¼ 2; . . . ; k. It uses the coverage information of test cases with respect to the next testing criterion C i to select the test case contributing the most additional coverage with respect to C i . After the function completes, control returns to Step 1 above and this repeats until all requirements are marked.
Notice that our approach is independent of the type of testing criteria being considered. Even requirements generated from black-box testing could be used in conjunction with white-box testing criteria such as branch coverage or definition-use pair coverage. Also, our approach can be implemented on top of any minimization algorithm (e.g., HGS algorithm [11] or the classical greedy approach [6] ) that maintains a working list of test cases and incrementally selects test cases one-after-the-other into a reduced suite.
IMPLEMENTATION OF OUR APPROACH
An implementation of our RSR approach (based on the HGS minimization algorithm [11] ) is shown in Fig. 3 . The input is a test suite T and k sets of test case sets, that map each testing requirement for each of k criteria to the set of test cases satisfying that requirement. The output is a reduced set RS of test cases. The steps of our algorithm are as follows.
Step 1: Initialization. All requirements are labeled as unmarked. Also, for each test case the algorithm maintains the number of unmarked testing requirements satisfied by that test case (for each testing criterion being considered). After initialization, the main loop in the algorithm begins which incrementally selects test cases into the reduced suite one-after-the-other; the loop considers the unmarked requirements corresponding to the first criterion ðC 1 Þ in increasing order of cardinality of associated test case sets.
Step 2: Select next test using the first criterion. All test cases present in the unmarked test case sets of the current cardinality are identified. The function SelectTest in Fig. 4 selects a test case that satisfies the most unmarked requirements whose test case sets are of the current cardinality and adds it to the reduced set. In the event of a tie, the test case that satisfies the most unmarked requirements whose test case sets are of successively higher cardinalities is selected. If the cardinality reaches the maximum cardinality, the tie is broken arbitrarily. For each testing criterion, the unmarked requirements satisfied by the selected test case are labeled as marked. Also, the test cases that now become redundant with respect to the first testing criterion are added to a set of redundant test cases.
Step 3: Select from redundant test cases. From among the test cases redundant with respect to C 1 , SelectRedundantTests in Fig. 4 is used to select test cases in decreasing order of their additional coverage with respect to the second criterion and add them to the reduced set. The newly satisfied requirements are marked and the algorithm recursively tries to select additional redundant test cases using the remaining testing criteria. After selecting redundant test cases, Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until all testing requirements are marked.
Worst-Case Runtime Analysis. Let k be the number of different testing criteria being considered by our algorithm, and let n denote the maximum number of testing requirements associated with any of the k testing criteria. Let MC denote the maximum cardinality among the test case sets considered across all k testing criteria. The runtime of the original HGS algorithm (for only one testing criterion) is bounded by Oðn Ã ðn þ ntÞ Ã MCÞ [11] . Our algorithm has this complexity plus the additional complexity required to account for the other k À 1 testing criteria during test suite reduction. Accounting for the other testing criteria involves three steps: 1) determining the occurrences of test cases in the test case sets, 2) updating coverage information as test cases are selected into the reduced suite, and 3) selecting test cases that are redundant according to one testing criterion but not redundant according to some other criterion. Steps 1 and 2 are done in the same way as is done by the HGS algorithm for a single testing criterion. For Step 3, each test case is considered for redundant selection at most once for each testing criterion being considered. Accounting for each of the other k À 1 criteria, therefore, is of no more complexity than accounting for the first criterion. As a result, the worstcase runtime of our implemented algorithm is bounded by the worst-case runtime of the HGS algorithm times a factor of k because there are k criteria being considered instead of just one: Oðk Ã n Ã ðn þ ntÞ Ã MCÞ.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
We conducted experiments to compare the results of reducing suites using our reduction with selective redundancy approach with those of minimizing test suites with respect to a testing criterion using the HGS algorithm. The first set of experiments uses the Siemens suite [2] , [17] and the Space program [30] in C language. In these experiments, testing requirements for the white-box testing criteria such as branch coverage, all-uses coverage, and subpaths of length 3 were considered for reducing the test suites. Given a trace of exercised branches generated from the execution of a test case, we define a subpath of length 3 to be the sequence of statements on the path defined by any three consecutive branch outcomes on the path. We consider this criterion since it is a stronger than branch coverage criterion. Note that the choice of using three consecutive outcomes was somewhat arbitrary and one can use further stronger criteria such as subpaths of length k > 3.
The second set of experiments uses Java programs, each containing a method that operates on a data structure. For these experiments, the testing requirements generated from the specification of each of these programs and the requirements generated from the code coverage criteria such as branch coverage and all-uses coverage were used to reduce the suites. Thus, in this set of experiments, we tried to use criteria that are very different in the sense that one is used for black-box testing and the other is used for white-box testing of programs.
Experiments with the Siemens Suite and the Space Program
Experiment Setup
This set of experiments follows a setup similar to that used by Rothermel et al. [22] , using the Siemens suite and the Space program (Table 3 ) along with the test pools and the faulty versions available from [15] . We created branchcoverage adequate test suites for six different suite size ranges referred to as Br; Br þ 0:1; Á Á Á ; Br þ 0:5 to allow varying levels of redundancy. For creating each suite, we first randomly selected a number X Ã LOC of test cases from a given test case pool to add to the suite, where LOC is the number of lines of code in the given program and, for each of the above ranges Br þ 0:k ðk ¼ 0; 1; . . . 5Þ, X is a random variable in the range ð0 X 0:kÞ. Also, we added randomly-selected test cases to each suite as necessary, so long as each increased the cumulative branch coverage of the suite, until the test suite became branch coverage adequate. For each of the six suite size ranges, we generated 1,000 test suites and conducted the following three experiments. Experiment MINbr versus RSR. We used the HGS algorithm [11] to minimize each of the above-mentioned 1,000 suites with respect to branch coverage. We refer to this technique as the MINbr technique. For suite reduction using our (RSR) approach, we used two testing criteria: branch coverage as the first criterion and all-uses coverage as the second criterion. We conducted this experiment to compare the suite size reduction versus fault detection retention of the RSR and MINbr techniques. We measured all-uses coverage using the ATAC tool [13] . We refer to the reduced suites produced by the RSR technique as RSR-reduced suites and the minimized suites produced by the MINbr technique as MINbr-minimized suites.
Experiment ADDRAND. To further analyze the effectiveness of our RSR approach, we reduced suites by the MINbr experiment but then randomly added additional test cases as necessary to obtain suites that were the same sizes as the RSR-reduced suites. We refer to these suites as ADDRAND-reduced suites. We compared the fault detection retention of the ADDRAND-reduced suites with the RSR-reduced suites.
Experiment RSR3. In this experiment (called RSR3) we studied the effectiveness of the RSR approach for reducing suites using three criteria: branches as the first, all-uses as the second, and subpaths of length 3 as the third criterion. Note that the subpaths of length 3 criterion is control-flowbased whereas the all-uses criterion is data-flow-based. We refer to these reduced suites as RSR3-reduced suites.
We measured the following from our experiments.
. The percentage suite size reduction ¼ ðjT jÀjT red jÞ jT j Ã 100, where jT j is the number of test cases in the original suite and jT red j is the number of test cases in the minimized/reduced suite. Ã 100, where jF j is the number of distinct faults exposed by the original suite, and jF red j is the number of distinct faults exposed by the minimized/ reduced suite. . For the suites in suite size range Br þ 0:5 such that the RSR approach computes a larger reduced suite than the corresponding MINbr-minimized suite, the additional-faults-to-additional-tests ratio
This ratio is a measure of, for each additional test case selected into an RSR-reduced suite above the number in the corresponding MINbr-minimized suite, the number of additional faults detected by the RSR-reduced suite.
Experiment MINbr versus RSR
The results for this experiment are shown in the columns labeled MINbr and RSR in Table 4 . The values in each row of the table are average values for 1,000 suites in each range. The boxplot 3 in Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the percentage size reduction and percentage fault detection loss of suites in the largest suite size range ðBr þ 0:5Þ for each program.
Suite size reduction. For all programs, less percentage suite size reduction on average was observed for RSR-reduced suites than the respective MINbr-minimized suites. This is expected since RSR includes selective branch-coverage redundancy in the reduced suites while MINbr attempts to remove as much branch-coverage redundancy as possible. However, notice also that both approaches still achieve relatively high suite size reduction.
Fault detection loss. For all programs, less percentage fault detection loss on average was observed for RSR-reduced suites than the respective MINbr-minimized suites. The results with the RSR technique were usually better for the larger suite size ranges. This is because unreduced suites in these ranges contain significant redundancy with regard to branch coverage and thus present more opportunities to the RSR technique to select test cases that execute different combinations of branch outcomes and all-uses. As seen in Fig. 5 , the difference in average percentage fault detection loss between the MINbr and RSR approaches is always about the same or greater than the difference in average percentage suite size reduction. Also, we see that for all programs except sched and ptok2, the median fault detection loss is significantly less for RSR than MINbr. The average percentage fault detection loss for the Space program was considerably less than the Siemens suite. This is likely because the test cases for the Space program were generated randomly to achieve branch coverage adequacy. The test pools for the Siemens suite were created to exercise a variety of black-box and white-box testing requirements. Thus, removing a test case from a test suite for a program in the Siemens suite has a greater chance that fault detection effectiveness will be reduced.
We also used the HGS algorithm to minimize suites with respect to the union of branch coverage requirements and all-uses coverage requirements. These results are presented under the columns labeled B þ U in Table 4 . The RSR technique computes slightly larger reduced suites that are more effective at exposing faults than B þ U. This is because RSR attempts to select branch-coverage-redundant test cases as soon as they become redundant with respect to branch coverage during suite reduction; this allows for more test cases to be selected due to their all-uses coverage than when suites are simply minimized by removing as much branch and all-uses coverage redundancy as possible. Moreover, we expect the additional test cases selected by RSR to have a chance of exposing additional faults beyond those exposed by other test cases in the reduced suite. This is because they exercise a different combination of branch outcomes and all-uses (and thus exercise a different program behavior).
To determine whether the improvement in fault detection capability observed for RSR-reduced suites over the MINbr-minimized suites is statistically significant, we conducted a t test for paired observations 4 [26] . For each of the 1,000 test suites for suite size range Br þ 0:5, we created the pair ðX; Y Þ, where X is the number of distinct faults exposed by the MINbr-minimized suite and Y is the number of distinct faults exposed by the corresponding RSR-reduced suite. We considered the null hypothesis that there is no difference in the mean number of faults exposed by the RSR-reduced suites and the MINbr-minimized suites. Table 5 shows the resulting t values computed for our t test, along with the percentage confidence with which we may reject the null hypothesis. We used as reference a table of critical values presented in [26] . Note that the larger the computed t value, the greater confidence we have in rejecting the null hypothesis. For our 999 degrees of freedom, it turns out that for t values greater than about 3.3, we can reject the null hypothesis with over 99.9 percent confidence. Thus, the differences in the mean number of faults exposed by the RSR-reduced suites and the MINbr-minimized suites are statistically significant. Additional-faults-to-additional-tests ratio. Fig. 6 shows the additional-faults-to-additional-tests ratio in boxplot format when comparing the RSR-reduced suites over the corresponding MINbr-minimized suites, for suite size range Br þ 0:5. For all programs, the average ratio value is above 0.
TABLE 4 Experimental Results for Experiments MINbr and RSR
The average original suite size ðjT jÞ, the average number of faults exposed by the original suite ðjF jÞ. The average minimized/reduced suite size ðjT red jÞ. The average number of faults exposed by the minimized/reduced suite ðjF red jÞ. The average percentage suite size reduction (% Size Reduction), and the average percentage fault detection loss (% Fault Loss).
4. Also called a paired t-test, this is a statistical method for determining whether there may be any statistically significant difference between the means of two populations, given samples where observations from one sample can be naturally paired with observations from the other sample. The procedure is to formulate a null hypothesis that assumes the population means are identical, then compute a t value from the paired data samples, which is referenced in a corresponding table of critical values to determine the confidence with which we may reject the null hypothesis.
This means that on average, each additional test case selected by RSR improved the fault detection capability of the reduced suite. For tcas, totinfo, ptok2, replace, and Space, the median ratio value is above 0, while for sched, sched2, and ptok, the median value is 0 with the top of the lower quartile also at 0. Note that sched, sched2, and ptok are the three subject programs with the fewest number of faulty versions available (10 or fewer faulty versions each), so for these programs, we can expect many RSR suites to not detect many additional faults simply because there are not many faulty versions available.
For tcas, the bottom of the upper quartile is greater than 1, and for totinfo, the bottom of the upper quartile is greater than 2. For replace, the top of the lower quartile is greater than 0. This suggests for these particular programs RSR was very likely to select the test cases that exposed additional faults. Interestingly, these three particular programs have a relatively higher number of faulty versions available (over 20 each). Even though the Space program has 38 faulty versions available, the median and average ratio value is relatively low at 0.06, and the bottom of the upper quartile occurs at ratio value 0.1. RSR still shows noticeable improvement in fault detection retention on average for the Space program. The results in Fig. 6 suggest that, in general, the additional test cases selected by the RSR approach are likely to improve the fault detection capabilities of reduced suites.
Experiment ADDRAND
As shown in Table 6 , the average percentage fault detection loss of the ADDRAND-reduced suites was always more than the RSR-reduced suites. Thus, the RSR approach performed well on average in terms of selecting just those additional tests that are likely to expose additional faults in the software. For programs tcas and sched, the RSR suites were only slightly better on average than the ADDRAND-reduced suites in terms of retaining fault detection. However, for the other five subject programs, the RSR suites achieved between about 3 percent and 11 percent less fault detection loss than the ADDRAND-reduced suites. Table 7 shows the results of conducting a t test for paired observations comparing the number of distinct faults exposed for both the ADDRAND-reduced suites and the RSR-reduced suites. We can see that, for programs tcas and sched, we do not have strong evidence to reject the null hypothesis. For the other programs, the differences in the average number of faults detected by the RSR-reduced suites and the corresponding ADDRAND-reduced suites were statistically significant.
Experiment RSR3
The results of this experiment are shown in Table 8 . In all cases except for some of the smallest suite size ranges, the Table 9 shows the results of a t test for paired observations comparing the number of distinct faults exposed for both the RSR-reduced suites and the RSR3-reduced suites. From this table, we see that the null hypothesis can be rejected with high confidence (greater than 95 percent) for all programs except tcas and ptok2. Thus, for most programs, the improvement in the average number of faults exposed by the RSR3-reduced suites when compared with the respective RSR-reduced suites is statistically significant. Note that these results are important considering that some programs such as sched and sched2 have relatively few total faulty versions available, which would limit the amount of improvement by using RSR3 in our experiments. Also, this provides evidence that the benefits of our two-criteria RSR experiment over MINbr are not due merely to the fact that data flow was used as our secondary criterion. Instead, this suggests that results may be likely to improve when using a second or third criterion regardless of whether the additional criteria are data-flowbased or not.
Experiments with Using RSR to Reduce Test
Suites Generated from Specifications of Java Data Structure Programs
Experiment Setup
In these experiments we used four programs from [16] mentioned in Table 10 , where each program involves a single Java method operating on a data structure. Each Java method is associated with a precondition stating that the input data structure must be valid. This precondition is checked by a "repOk" function [4] written in Java that returns true or false depending upon whether the state of the input data structure is valid. For each Java method, the Korat tool [4] was used to generate all nonisomorphic valid input data structures up to a bounded small size. Since the "specification" of valid input data structure for each Java method is provided by its "repOk" function, we considered the coverage of branches and the definition-use pairs of the "repOk" function as the black-box testing requirements for the respective Java method. These testing requirements were considered as the primary set of requirements with respect to which the test suites were minimized in this experiment. From the pool of test cases generated for each Java method using the Korat tool, we selected test cases to create test suites that were adequate with respect to the above black-box testing requirements. Overall, we generated 1,000 suites for each of six different suite size ranges for each program in the same manner as was done for the Siemens programs and Space. In order to apply our RSR technique, we needed coverage information for each test case for an additional (secondary) testing criterion. For this, we simply recorded the branches and the definition-use pairs covered in each "Java method" (not the "repOk" function, which specified valid input for the Java method) exercised by each test case. Note that in this experiment, we used the RSR technique with two different types of testing requirements resulting from very different testing criteria (specification coverage and code coverage of each Java method).
TABLE 8 Results for Experiment RSR3
The data in this table is organized similarly to Table 4 .
We used the Java Coverage Analyzer tool obtained from [14] to record (for each test case for each Java subject) both the branch coverage of the Java subject program as well as the branch coverage of the corresponding "repOk" function. To measure definition-use pair coverage, we hand-instrumented each program to record this information. For each experimental subject, we created faulty versions by seeding errors that were similar in type to those introduced into the Siemens programs (operator change, operand change, constant value change, missing code, added code, logic change). Each faulty version contained a single seeded error, and we attempted to introduce errors that, as in the Siemens faulty versions, would only sometimes lead to an exposed error when traversed by a test case.
Experiment minB versus rsrB/W. In the minB experiment, we used the HGS algorithm to minimize the test suites with respect to only the black-box (B) testing requirements generated from coverage of the "repOk" function. For suite reduction using the RSR approach, the set of black-box testing requirements used in minB as described above was considered as the primary criterion, and the set of white-box testing requirements (branches and def-use pairs in the Java method code) covered by each test case were considered as the secondary requirements. We refer to this experiment as rsrB/W.
Experimental Results, Analysis, and Discussion
Suite size reduction and fault detection loss. Table 11 shows the average size reduction and fault detection loss for the reduced suites for experiments minB and rsrB/W. Also, Fig. 7 shows the distribution of percentage size reduction and percentage fault detection loss among suites in the largest suite size ranges for rsrB/W versus minB. For all programs, the rsrB/W experiment resulted in less size reduction but also less percentage fault detection loss on average than the minB experiment. This is because minB does not take into consideration the white-box requirement coverage, while the rsrB/W approach takes into account both the black-box and white-box testing requirements. In fact, on further analysis, we found that many suites minimized with respect to only black-box testing requirements covered fewer branches in the actual code than their unminimized counterparts, and this led to decreased fault detection capability of minB-reduced suites.
Additional-faults-to-additional-tests ratio. Fig. 8 shows the additional-faults-to-additional-tests ratio for the largest suite size range for each program, for those test suites in which rsrB/W computed a larger reduced suite than that computed by minB. From this figure, we notice that in terms of quartiles, for bst, the bottom of the upper quartile is at ratio value 3.00. Also, for all four subject programs, the top of the lower quartile occurs at least at ratio value 0.5. Also note that, for all four subject programs, the average ratio value is at least 1.32 and the median ratio value is at least 1.00. Therefore, each additional test case that was selected by rsrB/W in the reduced suite (when compared with the size of the respective minB-minimized suite) exposed more than one additional fault on average. These experiments give us an insight that the test cases that exercise different combinations of testing requirements corresponding to multiple types of testing criteria are likely to expose different faults.
Experimental Conclusions and Threats to Validity
Our experimental results show that using multiple testing criteria during suite reduction is indeed useful in identifying test cases that are likely to expose different faults, as evidenced by the improved fault detection retention of suites using RSR versus MINbr, RSR3 versus RSR, and rsrB/W versus minB. However, we would like to mention some factors that may influence the validity of our results.
In our experiments, we do not control for the structure of the subject programs or for the locations where errors are seeded in the faulty versions. Further, the errors in the faulty versions may or may not be representative of errors that typically occur in practice. Also, the set of programs used in our experiments may or may not be representative of other programs that are used in practice. To account for these, we conducted experiments on a variety of programs (written in both C and Java) with a variety of associated faulty versions, and we also included results for the relatively large Space program.
Additional Points of Discussion
The fault detection loss for the Siemens suite programs was found to be still relatively large across all reduction techniques. The test cases for the Siemens programs were generated with respect to various kinds of black-box and white-box approaches. Therefore, many of these tests are intentionally meant to cover entities in the programs that we do not know, nor that we have accounted for during reduction. Thus, throwing them away could result in fault detection loss. However, as our experiments show, using multiple criteria in test suite reduction can significantly increase the fault detection effectiveness of the reduced suite. Another issue is the cost of mapping the primary and secondary requirements to test cases. Computing this mapping can usually be automated. Further, the testing process involves more than just executing test cases; outputs of test cases need to be checked for correctness, which can often be only partially automated or must be done manually. We believe that the potential savings of time and resources in the testing of software, resulting from the use of test suite reduction techniques, will offset the cost of mapping the requirements to test cases. In addition, if the developer is not interested in throwing away test cases, the test cases in the reduced suites could be scheduled to be executed ahead (refer to the topic of test case prioritization in the Related Work section) of the other test cases in the suite in order to expose a large number of faults early on in the testing.
RELATED WORK
Related work can be classified into that which proposes new minimization techniques and that which focuses on conducting empirical studies using existing minimization techniques.
Minimization Techniques. The classical greedy heuristic for solving the set-cover problem was presented by Chvatal [6] . The approach greedily selects the next set (test case) that maximizes the ratio of additional requirement coverage to cost, until no sets provide any additional requirement coverage. Another heuristic presented by Harrold et al. [11] (the HGS algorithm) greedily selects the next test case exercising the most additional requirements that are satisfied by the fewest number of tests. Chen and Lau [5] described two strategies for dividing a test suite into k smaller subproblems (subsuites) such that if optimal solutions can be found for each of the k subproblems, then these solutions can be combined to form an optimally reduced suite. However, these two dividing strategies cannot be applied to every suite. Agrawal [1] developed a technique using global dominator graphs to derive implications among testing requirements such that satisfying one requirement implies satisfying one or more of the other requirements. These implications can be used to achieve higher coverage with smaller suites by targeting those requirements implying the most coverage of the other requirements. Tallam and Gupta [28] developed another heuristic called Delayed-greedy that exploits both the implications among test cases and the implications among the requirements to remove the implied rows and columns in the table mapping test cases to the requirements covered by them. It delays the application of the greedy heuristic until after the table cannot be reduced any further and after the essential tests are selected. Selecting a test case using the greedy heuristic and removing the corresponding row and the columns from the table exposes new implications among test cases and the implications among the requirements, which enables further reduction of the table. All the above heuristics to generate a minimal suite have polynomial time worst-case runtime complexity.
Sampath et al. [25] used the concept lattice to identify a reduced set of Web user sessions that provide the same URL coverage as the original set of collected user sessions. The proposed technique has exponential runtime in the worse-case due to concept lattice construction. Von Ronne [29] generalized the HGS algorithm such that every requirement must be satisfied multiple times before it is considered fully exercised, in order to minimize suites with respect to a new probabilistic statement sensitivity coverage (PSSC) criterion. Jones and Harrold [18] described two techniques for test suite minimization that are tailored to be used specifically with the modified condition/decision coverage (MC/DC) criterion. Harder et al. [10] developed a minimization approach that uses an operational abstraction, which is a formal specification for software derived from actual behavior. The idea is to keep the tests that change the operational abstraction and remove those tests that do not change the operational abstraction. Offutt et al. [20] presented an approach for reducing test suites by selecting test cases based on the additional requirement coverage by considering tests in an order different from the order in which they were selected originally (such as in reverse order). Heimdahl and George [12] presented a heuristic for test suite minimization in the context of tests generated for specification-based criteria that are used for testing formal models of software. Black et al. [3] proposed a "bi-criteria" approach for test suite minimization that considers not only the coverage information for the tests, but also whether or not each test exposes a particular fault. This approach aims to compute optimally reduced suites containing the most fault-revealing tests.
A related topic is that of test case prioritization. In contrast to minimization techniques that attempt to remove test cases from a suite, prioritization techniques [24] , [27] only reorder the execution of test cases within a suite with the goal of early detection of faults.
Empirical Studies. Rothermel et al. [22] , [23] conducted a set of test suite minimization experiments with the Siemens suite [17] . Branch-coverage adequate suites were selected from the test pools and minimized using the HGS Algorithm [11] . On average, the test suites were reduced by 80 percent with 46 percent fault detection loss across all subject programs. Wong et al. [31] conducted experiments using test cases generated randomly, with suites created for various levels of nonadequate block coverage and optimally minimized using the ATACMIN tool [13] with respect to all-uses coverage. Suites were reduced in size up to 68 percent, and fault detection loss never exceeded 7 percent. Thus, compared to the results of Rothermel et al. [22] , [23] , Wong et al. showed that fault detection loss of minimized suites could be significantly less while at the same time achieving high suite size reduction.
Leon and Podgurski [19] conducted experiments to compare the results of test suite reduction and prioritization using the classical greedy heuristic with the distributionbased techniques that analyze the distribution of the execution profiles of tests. The results suggest that both approaches are complementary because they are each good at selecting tests exposing different types of faults.
Comparison of Prior Work with Our Approach. We have proposed a new approach that explicitly seeks to include selective redundancy in reduced suites with respect to a testing criterion. Our approach is general and can be integrated with a variety of existing working list-based test suite minimization techniques. For example, minimizing using an operational abstraction [10] can be extended using our approach as follows: A test case that does not change the operational abstraction may actually be retained if it is still considered important according to some other criteria (e.g., it covers a unique definition-use pair in the code). Also, the bi-criteria approach [3] could be extended as follows: A test that would normally be removed, because it does not expose the particular fault being considered, may still be retained if it exposes some other fault.
Our approach is also open to a variety of choices for additional criteria. For instance, we may combine our approach with the ideas presented by Heimdahl and George [12] to obtain testing requirements derived from formal specifications of software. We may also combine our approach with the ideas presented by von Ronne [29] to derive requirements that each need to be satisfied by multiple tests before they are considered sufficiently exercised. As another example, when analyzing the distribution of execution profiles [19] , two tests whose execution profiles are in the same cluster, although only one test in a cluster might otherwise be retained, may still both be retained if, for example, those two tests have the greatest difference between each other among all tests in that cluster. Thus, the idea of our approach is relatively simple, yet also very versatile.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new approach for test suite reduction that attempts to select those additional test cases that are redundant with respect to a particular coverage criterion, if the test cases are not redundant according to one or more other coverage criteria. This approach is based on the intuition that considering multiple testing criteria during test suite reduction is more effective than considering only one criterion, in terms of generating reduced suites with higher fault detection effectiveness. In our experimental study, our approach consistently performed better on average than other test suite minimization approaches by generating reduced test suites with less fault detection loss at the expense of only a relatively small increase in the sizes of the reduced suites. Our results suggest that the additional tests selected using our approach are those that are likely to expose additional faults in software. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
